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: 12.8m (42ft)
: 2012, Abeking & Rasmussen, Germany
: 7 (5 × double, 2 × twin)
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Built by Abeking & Rasmussen in 2012, the 196.85ft/60m Custom motor yacht ‘EXCELLENCE V’
features an interior and exterior designed by the highly acclaimed Reymond Langton Design.
Appropriately named, the award-winning Excellence V is of distinctly German pedigree and was
clearly designed with the charterer in mind. Indeed, from her dedicated cinema to her waterfront
gym, all of the space has been optimised in order to create the ultimate luxury charter experience.
Exterior Design
Graced with wide side decks and multiple outdoor lounges, the exterior of superyacht Excellence V
is exceptionally well suited for both relaxation and evening strolls against the sunset. Dividing the
exterior into 10 dedicated spaces, Reymond Langton Design have provided Excellence V with three
fully stocked bars and an impressive seven lounges- an arrangement sure to satisfy guests who look
forward to taking in their surroundings whilst underway or at-anchor. Clearly anticipating charterers
who enjoy spending their time outdoors, the beach club has been built amidship starboard for more
room to relax and socialise in. Indeed, with the tenders being boarded at the yacht’s stern in the
usual fashion, guests are able to work out at the waterside gym or sunbathe on the retractable
platform in an environment free of toys and other marine gear. Elsewhere outside, a glass fronted
spa pool offers an incredible means of cooling off in the sun whilst still having access to
unparalleled views. To warm up again, there’s no better way to do so by taking a dip in the Jacuzzi
whilst sampling some cocktails from the adjacent bar. Naturally, dining outside has been given
considerable attention by Reymond Langton Design, who have included an expandable table on the
bridge deck to allow exquisite dishes and refreshing sea breezes to go hand in hand.
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